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AAE VIRTUAL FAIRS IN VIETNAM

Over-12-year expertise 
in recruitment event 
management in Vietnam

Register at: aae.us.com 3

Direct recruitment Student quality

Cost effective Completely online Easy-to-access
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How does AAE Virtual Fair work?

Each event is a 2-hour 
online fair. Each school 
presenting will be hosting 
their own session.

A Zoom Meeting link of 
each institution will be 
available to students prior 
to the fair.

1

Students will click a 
school’s link to attend that 
session. There is no limit 
on the number of meetings 
that students may attend. 
Students will come in and 
out your virtual room 
during the whole time.

2

A complete list of registered 
students including contact 
information and other details will 
be sent to you after the fair. We 
will also follow up with 
transcripts from all your 
conversations.

Capture these leads and convert 
them to your students!
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What software is being used for AAE Virtual Fairs?

You will communicate with attendees via Zoom Meeting
platform. Each representative can speak to multiple attendees
at once during the event. The public chat will be visible to all
attendees and allows for an open discussion. You will also
receive an on the day information guide which will include
instructions on how to make the most of the chat function,
and also top tips for a successful fair.

• No special equipment and IT skills are required. You just
need a laptop/PC and stable internet connection.

• Multi-engaging options available: presentation, chat,
voice/video call, image/video/file/weblink sharing and more.
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Event Time (Expected) Number of Exhibitors Price

AAE Virtual Fair 9th January 2022 Up to 15 $600

$1,500AAE Virtual Fair 6th February 2022 Up to 15 $600

AAE Virtual Fair 6th March 2022 Up to 15 $600

The standard participation fee includes:

1. The use of the virtual fair platform.

2. Well-trained translator during the fair.

3. Online marketing and communication.

4. Post-event data (leads) from all the registrants and 
attendees who joined the fair.

Optional paid add-ons:

• Extensive marketing booster before the fair (+$300)

• Webinar section (+$300)

• Private customized virtual event, please feel free to 
contact us at ken@aae.us.com for more details.
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How will the AAE Virtual Fairs be promoted?

Facebook Instagram Google Online News Email Call/SMS

AAE Virtual Fairs will be promoted to our nationwide
audiences, including 30,000+ newsletter subscribers,
35.500+ social media followers, as well as digital,
programmatic campaigns and local communication tactics.

AAE provides Vietnamese market intelligence,
opportunities, analysis and student data to support U.S.
institutions. Extensive digital marketing campaign is an

Click HERE to view AAE’s Facebook Fanpage.

effective way to promote your educational institution
online and to find potential Vietnamese students.

AAE, for the last 18 months, has hosted virtual events for
large aggregator partners and clients in order to hone our
skills and learn how to do these events (Click HERE to
see more details). We are now opening these events up to
you and your school!

https://www.facebook.com/AAEVietnam/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SaJlpsr1HgvxjetbuWKaAhYzqj0TIDRN?usp=sharing


Our unique approach to recruitment events brings
traditional conversations between institutions and
students into a new online-period, there you can
talk directly with hundreds of potential
Vietnamese students and their families, who are
actively in the process of researching and
planning their future studies in U.S.

As students are firming up their ideas of where to
study, an engaging discussion has the power to
usher them through the decision-making process
along their journey towards enrollment.

Virtual fairs provide recruiters with the
opportunity to answer student questions, be in
direct contact with students, as well as help ease
their worries during this challenging time.
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Open to all prospective 
Vietnamese students, 
whatever stage of the 
decision-making process 
they are in.



An AAE Virtual Fair means you're able to engage
the digital generation’s 21st-century students,
from the largest cities to the smallest towns in
Vietnam in a single event, without leaving the
office. Every attendee and exhibitor can join the
event via the click of a button from their desktop
computer, tablet or smartphone!

This is a powerful, cost-effective tool to build
your brand awareness and engage with
Vietnamese students, who eager to study in U.S
Universities, colleges, academies, institutes and
other types of schools can participate.

You'll receive details of all registrants and
attendees who join the fairs. You will also benefit
from extensive marketing and promotion through
our channels, delivering brand affiliation and
awareness for your institution.
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A simple and affordable 
solution for international 
student recruitment.



Q3 2021 REPORT

3 Virtual Fairs
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20+ Institutions

600+ Leads 100+ Attendees
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70% of event attendees aged 18-24 950K+ People Reached by Marketing Campaign

The detailed reports of the previous AAE Virtual are available. Click HERE to view.

Metrics Results

People Reached 959,863

Impressions 2,839,980

Post Comments 112

Post Saves 172

Link Clicks 10,768

Photo Views 19,008

Post Reactions 28,435

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SaJlpsr1HgvxjetbuWKaAhYzqj0TIDRN?usp=sharing
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Population

98,168,800

Academic 
Year

Sep - Jun

Compulsory

Education

Grade 9

Language of

Instruction

Vietnamese

Presentation Title 14

As one of Asia’s and the world’s fastest
growing economies, Vietnam’s GDP growth is
projected to remain robust at around 6.5% in
2021 to reach some US$240 billion.
Expansion is expected to continue until at least
2025 – so long as persistent skills shortages
in the workforce are addressed.

Today, 45% of the population is under 25
years of age, which combined with a booming
economy promises a stable flow of overseas
Vietnamese students for the near future. And
an emerging middle class, currently accounting
for 13% of the population, is expected to
reach 26% by 2026 (World Bank, 2019).
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AAE is an AIRC-certified full-service
recruitment agency established in 2009. We
specialize in international student
recruitment initiatives connecting qualified
Vietnamese students with U.S. Institutions.

At AAE we know the importance of deeply
understanding the local culture to ensure
the effectiveness of in-country marketing.
We have developed an international team of
both American & Vietnamese education
specialist working closely together to drive
exceptional results.



The years of early 2020s proved challenging for many of us, but it also showed us which brands could quickly innovate in
order to adapt to new recruitment conditions.

By drawing upon the knowledge AAE has gained over the last 12 years of running events in biggest cities across Vietnam, as
well as marketing study abroad opportunities in U.S. to tens of thousands of aspirational young Vietnamese students and
their families, we focused on building a new solution to combat mobility challenges and further enhance the recruiting
techniques of institutions around the world.

In times of dramatic change, we look to our roots to give us strength, and to our goals to give us courage. That combined
power propelled us forward to create AAE Virtual Fairs, a new state-of-the-art event platform that enables you to connect
with prospective students like never before.
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AAE Virtual Fairs provide the opportunity to showcase your institution to Vietnamese 
students who are searching for their next step in U.S. education at different levels.
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Connect with AAE
AAE ensures quality services 
& outstanding opportunities 
to recruit Vietnamese 
students to North American 
colleges & universities.

U.S. Office

1515 Market Street, Suite 1200 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102

P: (215) 854-6443 | W: aae.us.com

Kenneth Cooper – Chairman

E: ken@aae.us.com

Vietnam Office

R. 102, First Floor, Lant Building, 60 Hai Ba 
Trung Street, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City

P: (84) 28 3827 4243 | W: aaevietnam.com

Tai Nham - Director of Marketing

E: tainham@aaevietnam.com


